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“

“”

IT HAS BECOME
CLEAR THAT WE’RE
NO LONGER WORKING
FROM HOME. WE’RE
IS A COMPLETE LIVING AT WORK.

... NO
SENTENCE...

Anne Lamott, American
novelist and non-fiction writer.

“

THE DREAM OF AN
INTERNET FOR THE PEOPLE,
BY THE PEOPLE, IS LONG
GONE. IT IS NOW CONTROLLED
BY A SMALL NUMBER OF
CENTRALISED CORPORATIONS
LIKE GOOGLE, ALIBABA,
FACEBOOK AND AMAZON.

”

Kristof de Spiegeleer in an
interview with Hackernoon
(more)

Adrian Miller
Chief Creative Officer
Ogilvy Indonesia

”
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The price
is never right!

C

orruption has no price as
pockets to feed grow by
the day.
Motive lurks in the hallowed
corridors, ready to leech off any
opportunity, while suspects have
yet to be charged.
What happened to innocent
until proven guilty?
Going by events this week,
two company directors have
been re-arrested for another
offence by MACC, with regards
to a tender worth RM90mil from
a government agency (no prizes
for guessing who).
This time the two were
remanded to facilitate
investigations for alleged
collaboration with a government
agency to submit false
documents to a leasing company
to get a RM7mil loan.
Which begs the question:
if the company concerned is
alleged to have collaborated
with a government agency,

would an official from the
government agency need to
be present during the loan
application?
Could this facility have
anything to do with the
company’s need to meet tender
conditions requiring a rightful
bank guarantee in place by the
agency for the contract?
Magistrate Shah Wira Abdul
Halim allowed the MACC’s
application for the two to be
remanded for six days until
June 29. They were previously
arrested for the same offence
and for alleged bribery.
As readers may recall from
last week’s edition, on June 11
the two and another company
director were remanded over a
case where their company was
believed to have presented false
information to make the bid for
a tender worth RM90mil from
Tourism Malaysia (jackpot).
This should keep the new
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Minister of MOTAC (Ministry
of Tourism Arts and Culture)
busy. A seasoned politician, her
no-nonsense approach might be
the medicine Tourism Malaysia
needs. She was once in charge of
the Legal Affairs Division of the
Prime Minister’s Department.
Anyway, back to the chase...
The MACC are apparently
still looking for an aide of a
former federal minister to
assist in the investigation and
the man is 29-year-old Mohd

Saifullah Mohd Minggu @ Mohd
Hisham listed as a principle
private secretary for Datuk
Mohammadin Ketapi,
ex Tourism Minister.
The jury is still out but Ivan
Omar, whose company was
awarded the contract, retweeted
at 1.44am: “If you are given a
blessing, you may be envied.”
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BREAKTHROUGHS

Breakdown

DIGITAL SUCCESSES

#1: Konsert #WondaDiRumah
Attracted 2 million TV viewers
and 4 million digital impressions
in 7 consecutive days.
#2: Goodday’s Vittilirunthu
Putthandu Concert
First Tamil New Year digital
concert streamed on RAAGA
and ULAGAM’s Facebook,
with 90-mins of star-studded
entertainment and a special
cooking demo using Goodday
Milk by RAAGA announcers.
#3: Goodday’s Digital Moreh
Created Malaysia’s Book of
Records with most number of
participants (814) in a virtual
“moreh”. The tradition of
Ramadan has been uplifted
digitally with 1.8 million social
media reach and 500K digital
views.
#4: Tropicana Eratkan Jalinan
Dengan Jiran Anda
Neighbourhoods were
strengthened online via a fun

trivia contest with daily cash
prizes, generated an impressive
2.1 million social media reach.
#5: Raya Tetap Raya Bersama
Pepsi
Digitalised the essence of
“Maaf Zahir dan Batin” to
uphold the spirit of forgiveness
virtually, with over 5 million
social media reach and 1.6
million views on the touching
videos.
#6: Rajini 70 brought to you by
Dairy Champ
Championed quality
entertainment with the FIRST
pop-up channel on the legendary
Rajini. The channel has taken
over the No.1 seat with an
impressive 4 million viewers in
just 10 days!
Watch this video to witness how
ETIKA redefined marketing in the
new norm. Chat with Team AMS to
create winning stories together!
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NOTES TO EDITOR

Marketing WEEKENDER’s
recent articles about Star Media
Group (SMG) are timely, accurate,
factual and aptly describes the
chairman Datuk Fu Ah Kiow
who heads SMG. The piece
on Who can survive the CEO chair
at Star Media Group? captures the
real drama happening there. As
reported, one CEO even took Fu
and SMG to the industrial court
and the matter was settled out of
court years later.
Last Monday was the virtual
AGM and more staff will be
retrenched and served MSS as
announced at the AGM.
They will have savoury
dumplings to compensate for their
predicament as dimsum.my will
prevail.
When the AGM opened with
Fu not chairing the meeting some
of the staff and shareholders
thought Fu had already stepped
down as Chairman.
But it was not to be.
Hammer, you rightly pointed
out that dimsum.my was a
liability, making losses of about
RM 100 milliion in the past four
years.
However, Fu ignored
conventional wisdom and chose to
continue with dimsum, a project he
initiated with a China and Hong

Kong entertainment group.
Fu was not allowed to chair
the AGM as he is 71, those 60
and below are not allowed to
be in groups following RMCO
guidelines by the Securities
Commission. He also escaped
the brunt of the questions from
shareholders as Q&A was limited
to one hour.
-Senior Staff and Shareholder
Hi Ham,
Death By Client was an
excellent article from last week’s
WEEKENDER. Something
everyone knows but never
published.
But I think clients who do
this to agencies also treat all their
suppliers just as bad.
For the longest time, I’ve said:
- Credit term should not be
longer than 2 weeks and this has
to been made into a law.
- Set up a special claims court
to deal with defaulting clients.
Errant clients should be
blacklisted and this blacklist
will be shared by suppliers.
Banks already share information
on customers with bad credit
ratings. The government must
protect the hardworking who
contribute to the economy and
pay their taxes.
- Quinn The Eskimo
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Shooting In
The Dark Explains
Mediocre
Advertising Work
BY THE HAMMER

R

ight off the bat, allow me
to apologise for those
who may label my cover
for this issue of WEEKENDER
as sexist. The point I am trying
to make is draw your attention
to a matter that is very serious.
Without sounding too apologetic,
I have thrown in a hunk shot to
balance the argument.
BTW, I am heartened to report
Unilever will rename Fair &
Lovely, a skin-lightening cream
which has been criticised for
promoting negative stereotypes
around dark skin tones. This was
propelled by many petitions one
of which garnered almost 15,000
signature in recent weeks.
Now back to the serious issue
I am on about….

The trade of advertising
is actually a sound business
concept and have been around
for a long time. But some
marketers, unfortunately mostly
government clients, think it is a
“kacang-putih” business. While
there are some bad apples in
most industries, by and large the
advertising profession is run by
well-meaning, strategic thinking
businessmen.
It is not akin to buying sweets
at a supermarket checkout
counter as a matter of course,
but more like investing in a home
as a matter of priority.
Some readers may ask why
am I laboring this point…well
because you and I are paying
for advertising that goes down

9
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... In an ideal world, the
Brief is the blueprint for
focused thinking, billing
justification (so MOF
cannot play God) and
collective judgement...
the toilet faster than you can say
Hurri Clean.
And nowhere is advertising
work so mediocre than in the
case of Tourism Malaysia’s
campaigns. Apart from being
painfully derivative (same old,
same old), one only has to look
at how other countries promote
themselves to see that we are in
an endless rut of rotten thinking.
The closest thing to a
campaign slogan we have is
“Truly Asia”, whose authorship
is always disputed and claimed
by those who know it will
advantage them. Truth be told,
it was part of a concept paper
penned by one very brilliant
Filipina creative director, Bayoborn amazing concert pianist
called Julie Lingan, and the
owner of the agency was a Dutch
national, born in Jakarta.
Confusing enough? Don’t
believe anyone who tells you
otherwise.

“Truly Asia” was not even a
slogan (most slogans say more
than the obvious in a fingerlickin’ way) but was the title of
a strategy paper she wrote. At
best, you can call it a positioning
statement. But lo and behold,
after the Tourism Minister
glanced at the paper, he started
using it in his narrative. The rest
of the story is well documented.
Memorable advertising
boils down to a sharp brief
from the client. Unfortunately,
this skill rarely exists within
the confines of government
marketing departments or their
procurement. So the advertising
agency ends us second-guessing
everyone in a well tested formula
of reverse engineering.
Usual responses like “it is
in our annual report” or “our
website has everything” are
the usual brushoffs advertising
professionals have to deal with
from most clients when they
have to seek out vital info.
In an ideal world, the Brief
is the blueprint for focused
thinking, billing justification
(so MOF cannot play God) and
collective judgement. Signed
off like a business contract.
Nowadays, briefs arrive via
WhatsApp!
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1

The success of Visit Malaysia Year 2020 (VM2020) campaign lies in the campaign’s
strong but simple messaging and content in order to reach the public’s and potential
visitor’s minds, especially during their holiday booking period.

1.2

In order to achieve the objective of 30 million visitors and over RM100 billion in
receipts by year 2020, Tourism Malaysia Promotion Board plans to conduct a
different approach in promoting Malaysia compared to before.

1.3

Tourism Malaysia wants to be guided by the data and insights generated from studies
conducted on the tourism industry, travellers and their consumption habits, to
understand how we can entice, attract and secure the choice of Malaysia over or on
top of other destinations in 2020.

1.4

Tourism Malaysia is also keen to explore new depths of digital marketing and
engagement with potential visitors through the introduction of the VM2020 global
campaign.

1.5

At the same time, the VM2020 campaign must have a resounding value to Malaysians
so it can be a subject of pride among Malaysians and a testament of the government’s
willingness to listen to the people’s feedback and to reciprocate with a campaign they
can be proud of.

1.6

The lead agency will be the catalyst of reforms by providing advertising plan, creative
services, strategic communication (social media) and digital marketing to be executed
within two (2) years.

1.7

Development of a comprehensive strategy and execution plan for VM2020’s global
advertising campaign.

1.8

Create the Master visuals and provide the art and creative direction, as well as
develop branded contents according to the advertising plan.

Tourism Malaysia’s brief looks more like a wish list,
and it does not get better than this!

TM/TA/2019/008
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Yasmin in her element is a
script well written and read
One of the most distressing
conditions is when you have to
present to government officials
whose minds are either protocolweary or wondering why the
real boss is not in the meeting
hence diminishing the value
of their attendance in the first
place. They have these archaic
huge rectangle-shape hierarchical
seating arrangements inside
these very still and mindnumbing boardrooms, the centre

... I saw an infamous friend
of mine in advertising,
the late Idris Pawanchik,
jump over the table and
dance in the centre while
presenting!...
of which is hollow and ample
for a small buffet spread. I saw
an infamous friend of mine
in advertising, the late Idris
Pawanchik, jump over the table
and dance in the centre while
presenting!
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... I recall our late Yasmin
Ahmad’s style in handling
these tricky situations.
She’d just waltz in
with script in hand and
not much else in her
presentation bag...
It is during moments like
these when I recall our late
Yasmin Ahmad’s style in
handling tricky situations.
She’d just waltz in with script
in hand and not much else in
her presentation bag. The huge
crowd of “decision-makers” are
then forced to apply all their
attention to her, and her only.
The swirling of coffee mugs
with overloaded week-old creamer
comes to a stop. Then she’ll fish
out some piece of paper and start
to narrate this beautiful story with
her equally elegant voice. Adding
a slight anglicised twang in her
tone, plus a dash of connived
superiority, she’d have the
audience eating out of her hands
hanging on to her every word.
Bam, the meeting is over: message
delivered!
Ahh, how much we all miss
her!
I digress again, apologies.

Most government advertising
and communications pitches are
a farce, decisions by committees
where top down compliance is
the pecking order doesn’t permit
equitable judgement. Even
simple ideas will not survive this
punishing process, that’s why
Yasmin was always adamant,
persistent and ruthlessly so, she
was never going to let someone
who spent a few months in a
local ad agency in Penang after
graduation, and sitting in a
cushy procurement position in
government tell her what’s right
for the market. After all, as I
mentioned, they were playing
with our money. Plus don’t
we want our campaigns to be
successful?
Marketing Communications
101
Short of making it sound
simplistic, or sounding like a
smart ass, here are some tips for
decision-makers to chew on….
as this is the serious part of the
article…
Tell the advertising agency
what you want to communicate
and let them tell you how to do
so.
Marketing Objective: the
sole prerogative of the client
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– it can include market share
ambitions, sales forecasts, desired
positioning, etc.
Advertising Objective: can
be discussed and brainstormed
together by client and agency – it
will outline what the advertising
should achieve on terms of mind
share against set evaluation
metrics.
Brand Promise/Insight: this
must be agreed by all parties
and should be as single-minded
as possible. Here is where USP
(Unique Selling Proposition),
USI (Unique Selling Image)
and USE (Unique Selling
Experience) come into play. The
benefits can be tangible (clear
physical differentiators) or
tangible (emotional): hard vs soft
expectations.
IDEA: this is the
communication agency’s raison
d’être. Step aside and judge
them purely on this, once the
earlier pre-requisites have
been observed. When deciding
put yourself in the audience
(consumer’s) shoes, and be
human. Leave your God-complex
behind and let them articulate
the brand promise in the most
persuasive way possible. This is

... So there you
have it, the Client
Brief decoded,
deconstructed and
demystified for all
to use. Remember,
prepare to be
surprised. Safe
ideas never
changed the
world...
where the tone and manner of
the communication will come to
bear and compete the creative
thinking process.
So there you have it, the Client
Brief decoded, deconstructed
and demystified for all to
use. Remember, prepare to be
surprised. Safe ideas never
changed the world.
All this looks good you say;
but in the real world you have
to politically correct. Well there
is a lazy way out. I know of
consultancies who can make
this process into a science so
you can tick the right boxes. Yes,
someone has actually thought
this through.

14
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The biggest barrier
to data-driven
insights are us.

T

by Sue-Anne Lim, MD at Clear KL
clearstrategy.com

oday, even event
companies that provide
XR (Mixed Reality)
programming claim that they
are AI-driven. Whatever that
means? This came from a
recent personal experience; I
was curious about how event
companies are digitising their
solutions, moving from real life
to the virtual world.
A promotional video sent to
me by one of them, claimed the
usage of Artificial Intelligence to
understand their clients’ needs
better. I was very intrigued.
I reached out to the owner
of the video and enquired how
AI was deployed in their virtual
events, of which they hastily
replied that it must have been a
mistake because they don’t. Long
pause… So why is it that we are
so ready to crucify manufacturers
for false ingredients listed

on their packaged goods but
allow false sloppy claims such
as these to run rampant? This
is exactly what happened 15
years ago when corporates go
‘greenwashing’ the public –
advertising green campaigns
because it was the thing to do
to impress upon the public
that they take sustainability
seriously. Green campaigns then
(and perhaps not now either)
did not necessarily equate to
true sustainable efforts. Fifteen
years later, once again, we are
gravitating towards the latest
shiny buzz words of big data,
predictive analytics and AI. Even
the cereal you had this morning
could be driven by data!
I am a huge advocate of data
analytics because I believe in
clarity and curiosity. But having
said that, it does not come in
blind faith. Part of being an
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advocate is to also self-inspect
– are we blowing the benefits
of big data out of proportion
and more importantly, are we
‘datawashing’ the world just
because we have access to
Google Analytics?
Recently, creative agencies
race to arm themselves with
planners-turned-data-analysts
without equipping them with
the necessary tools and research
companies claiming they have
infused ‘big data’ in their
analysis, when the origins and
transparency of the said data
remain opaque. So I’d really take
all these claims with a pinch of
salt.
AI is really about machine
mimicking human cognition

via analytics – perception,
learning, processing and
decision making. While there are
different approaches to cognitive
processing, I can understand
why most data teams take a topdown approach. They focus on
building internal business cases
to improve data appreciation
and usage from other colleagues,
usually from a cost perspective.
Business units might not
understand the complexity and
technical structure of data but
they are very sensitive to the
needs of their business so based
on a pre-determined judgement,
we look for data to give form
to the context we have in mind.
While this is not wrong at all, but
I remember reading somewhere
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...If the machine
learns after us,
they are very like
to pick up all our
bad habits as
well, including
our unconscious
biasness and
holier-than-thou
thinking...
that if you torture data hard
enough, it’ll confess to anything.
Some data experts might
disagree on this methodology
because it is more time and
resource consuming and to a
certain extent, require some
creativity in interpretation. Our
perceptions are forever biased
and even Franz Kafka attested
that everyone is the necessary
hero of their own story.

It is therefore, in our nature
to find evidence to support
whatever we want to see; events
not as they are but as how we
perceive them to be. If we want
true insights, then it is necessary
to interrogate the origins of the
data and listen to what it has
to say instead of enforcing the
outcome we want on it. One of
the biggest ethical questions in
this new AI world is how do we
avoid data-driven prejudice?
If the machine learns after us,
they are very like to pick up all
our bad habits as well, including
our unconscious biasness and
holier-than-thou thinking. If
a hiring system does not have
enough women data to learn
from, it will learn to omit them
when filtering candidates. And
we wonder why women don’t
get a fair shot in employment?
Data is potent, so handle with
care. And stop calling out
analytics so carelessly.
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The AGM
that wasn’t
THE HAMMER

L

ast Monday’s Star Media
Group (SMG) Annual
General Meeting was all
bluster but no lustre.
Old guard thinking ruled the
day and it was business as usual
after its first virtual AGM in 50
years.
Going by the exasperation
of shareholders, they vented
all they could muster in a short
Q&A session which went… well,
it went like a ship in the night.
Their biggest gripe was
dimsum.my which has been in
the red for a long time and is still
bleeding the coffers.
Dimsum entertainment is
a video streaming service in
Malaysia, Brunei and Singapore
serving Asian content.

One common complaint
among minority shareholders
about the virtual AGM was
that their hard questions were
ignored or answered in a wishy
washy way, leaving them
fuming.
Questions were submitted to
the board to provide detailed
losses of Dimsum which is said
to have run into RM100 million.
Despite that, meeting
chairman and independent nonexecutive Director Chan Seng
Fatt, who’s also chairman of
the Audit Committee, claimed
the figures and statistics were
extremely sensitive, even though
the documents were in the
public domain.
He defended the losses by
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saying dimsum had “enterprise
value”, an economic measure
reflecting the market value of a
business.
Shareholders couldn’t fathom
the logic as valuations can
always be subjective, while Chan
explained SMG has been trying
to invite strategic partners to
invest into dimsum and other
consultants like Rothschild and
CIMB were engaged for this.
SMG Chairman Datuk Fu
Ah Kiow, who came under fire
from staff and shareholders for
many reasons, was expectly reelected with majority shareholder
MCA throwing its weight of 43%
behind him.
SMG’s Deputy Chairman

Tan Sri Kuan Peng Soon was
conspicuously absent from the
AGM.
In view of more virtual
AGMs happening, the Minority
Shareholders Watch Group
(MSWG) has called for the
appointment of independent
moderators.
MSWG chief executive
officer Devanesan Evanston
says, “We have noticed certain
shortcomings in the way the
Q&A sessions are handled at
general meetings and we have
encountered cases of PLCs
skipping questions posed via
the query box during the live
streaming process of the virtual
general meetings.”
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He adds that Practice 12.3 of
the Malaysian Code of Corporate
Governance encourages PLCs
to leverage technology to
facilitate remote shareholders’
participation at general meetings
and to provide the option of
voting in absentia.
But back to dimsum…. the
video streaming market is a
difficult one.
It requires deep pockets,
financial stamina, and the
players are constantly looking for
investors to keep the game going
while the payback period is
highly unpredictable, much like
the home-shopping business.
For example. Malaysiaheadquartered video streaming
platform iflix is in talks for a
sale to avoid a looming debt
crisis and appointed distressed
asset specialists to its board of
directors after the departure of
two co-founders, Patrick Grove
and Luke Elliott.
As at September 2019,
iflix had just $12.7 million of
cash reserves. The company
reported a net loss of $158.1
million in 2018 as its operations
burnt through $25.5 million of
cash, resulting in a net liability
position of $68.6 million as at
end-2018. That included $77.7

million of negative working
capital.
In September 2019, the
company estimated that it
would only have enough capital
for ongoing corporate and
administrative overheads until
November 30, 2019.
The good news is Chinese
entertainment titan Tencent
said yesterday it has purchased
iflix to extend the reach of its own
streaming platform WeTV into
the region.
But not so good news for
SMG, as it is looking to retrench
about 100 staff while keeping
dimsum afloat with more funding.
Replying to the many
questions for a breakdown of
dimsum losses since 2014, as
seen in the query box, SMG’s
Chief Financial Officer Sam Au
replied at the AGM, “I won’t be
disclosing this.”
Only consolation is all of us
have added a new term to our
lexicon: Enterprise Value!
EDITOR: On a separate note,
Media Chinese International Ltd
returned to the black in the financial
year ended March 31, 2020 (FY20)
posting a net profit of RM30.43
million compared with a net loss of
RM48.71 million in FY19.
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CREATIVE SHOWCASE

Client: Nanvana Group Thailand Agency: Workout Bangkok
Klyne, an anti-stress cream from traditional Thai massage spas positioned to all
those sitting long hours in front of the computer risking having office syndrome.
The product is specifically designed for temple, shoulder and neck usage.
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TikTok offered
details how its
popular feed
works but experts
unimpressed.
By Rebecca Heilweil

When a company “reveals” its algorithm,
pay attention to what it doesn’t share.

F

aced with
longstanding questions
and speculation about how
its popular “For You” feed works,
TikTok released some details
about how the feed works in a
blog post last week.
The move comes amid a
broader effort by TikTok to
appear more transparent,
especially as the company faces
accusations of both political
and aesthetic censorship as
well as growing pressure from
lawmakers in the United States
over TikTok’s relationship with
its Beijing-based parent company,
ByteDance.

According to TikTok, a variety
of factors based on how users
engage with the app influence
what ends up in their For You
feed; some of those factors matter
more than others; and they’re all
in service of a secret, technical
sauce that the platform uses to
make the best guess as to what
it predicts users will want to see.
This workflow is not so different
from the way other social
media platforms, like Facebook,
describe their feeds.
Among other things, not
revealing everything that
happens behinds the scenes
helps companies dictate users’
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understanding of certain
feeds and their conception of
algorithms in general.
Of course, TikTok is by no
means unique in choosing to not
reveal the exact formula behind
its algorithm. And as long as they
don’t reveal exactly how these
algorithms impact users — and
different types of users — people
take it upon themselves to figure
out how social feed algorithms
work.
As TikTok collects more
information from users like them,
what shows up in the For You
feed continues to be adjusted
based on what the algorithm
thinks they’d be interested
in. Predictive models are also

involved, similar to many other
recommendation systems.
“When you decide to follow
new accounts, for example,
that action will help refine your
recommendations too, as will
exploring hashtags, sounds,
effects, and trending topics on
the Discover tab,” TikTok said.
The company did admit that
“a video is likely to receive more
views if posted by an account
that has more followers.”
The details in TikTok’s recent
post also largely match up with
how companies have previously
characterized the algorithms that
drive their own feeds. Facebook
acknowledges that “thousands
of signals that may be considered
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for News Feed Ranking,” and
“some things have a smaller
influence over what you see.”
This seems similar to what
is known about Instagram’s
algorithm as well.
TikTok has an image problem
TikTok content moderators
based in the US told the
Washington Post that they were
instructed by TikTok staff based
in Beijing to censor political
speech as well as content deemed
“vulgar.” These reports echoed
content moderation documents
acquired by the Guardian in 2019
as well as earlier reporting from
the German site Netzpolitik that
TikTok had discriminated against
people with disabilities, as well
as LBGTQ and fat people.

... TikTok content
moderators based
in the US told the
Washington Post that
they were instructed
by TikTok staff based
in Beijing to censor
political speech
as well as content
deemed “vulgar.”
“The guidelines referenced
were a misguided attempt to
reduce cyberbullying, drafted for
use in limited countries, and they
had long been out of use by the
time that article was published,”
a TikTok spokesperson told
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... A day after publication,
Facebook criticized the
study as flawed and
explained that the platform
surfaces “posts based
on interests, timeliness of
posts, and other factors
to help people discover
content.”
Recode. “Today, we take
a nuanced approach to
moderation, including building
out a global team with deep
industry experience and working
with an external content advisory
council of subject matter
experts.”
TikTok has not released
content moderation enforcement
statistics, which would include
concrete figures of how much
content is taken down and for
what reasons (Facebook does
this in its community standards
enforcement reports).
TikTok has transparency
problem, but it’s not alone
TikTok has also been working
to quell criticism that its platform
isn’t transparent. The company
released its first transparency
report in 2019, detailing
government requests for data

and content removal. Notably,
China was not on the list. TikTok
also announced this year that
it would launch a transparency
center in Los Angeles focused on
“moderation and data practices.”
Social media companies aren’t
necessarily compelled to answer
to outside researchers either. A
recent audit of the Instagram
algorithm reportedly found
that pictures that featured more
bare skin were more likely to be
boosted on the platform.
A day after publication,
Facebook criticized the study as
flawed and explained that the
platform surfaces “posts based
on interests, timeliness of posts,
and other factors to help people
discover content.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: WARC reports
that in a recent annual survey
by digital safety app maker
Qustodio using data from 60,000
families with children aged 4 to
14 (Feb 2019 - Apr 2020) that kids
now spend nearly as much time
watching TikTok as YouTube in
US, UK and Spain.
This excerpted article was
first published on vox.com. Please
consider making a contribution to
Vox today.
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